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Customer sent the following - 

To whom it may concern; 

I am not happy about a letter I received from APS about charging future Solar customers for “grid” usage. I 
understand that I will be “grandfathered” in but I think what APS is stating in this letter is a blatantly untruthful. 

APS should be thankful that there is Solar on their grid. This should LESSEN the amount of money needed for 
infrastructure improvements! There is no need to build more sub stations, so this should dramatically reduce 
monies needed for site surveys, environmental impact studies, engineering resources, more power lines and the 
actual cost of building and maintaining a substation! Sounds to me like APS is getting very money hungry and 
looking for ways to boost their income! 

In the letter APS states that they will help off-set the increase by offering more incentives and discounts. What? 
That makes no sense at all. You are going to charge more to the future Solar customers for infrastructure costs 
yet give them more incentives to go Solar? Truly sounds like a scam and poor planning on the part of APS. 

I hope you reject their offer and stand firm. APS needs to put more thought into this (which they should have 
done in the first place). 

Kenny Jera bek 
*End of Complaint* 
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